We thank you for your purchase of the Digital Juice GoStixx CF-75 Tripod & Fluid Head System. To ensure the best possible results, please review this user’s guide for important information about its use and key features. This tripod offers exceptional versatility for today’s on-the-go filmmakers who require superb camera stabilization that is both lightweight and sturdy. Perfect for DSLRs, small HD cameras and camcorders, the GoStixx CF75 features a carbon fiber leg design and a true 75mm fluid head for silky smooth pans and tilts.

The GoStixx CF-75 Tripod’s telescopic two-stage leg design can be quickly adjusted with the easy-to-use flip locks. Rubber end caps help prevent the tripod from slipping when setting up on smooth surfaces. Soft neoprene-padded hand grips make the tripod easy to handle in all weather conditions. The legs can extend up to 62 ½”, yet they can collapse down to a compact 25 ¾” for low-to-the-ground shots. The legs can also be opened up wide to extend the tripod’s center of gravity, as needed.

The GoStixx Fluid Head features a precision-machined 75mm ball that allows for fluid pans and tilts. Although compact in design, the head includes must-have features such as a pan and tilt lock, bubble level, 3 ½” quick release plate, a tilt range of 90° to -75° and adjustable pan bar with dual left and right mounting options. Plus, attaching the fluid head to the GoStixx CF75 tripod is a snap, using the included clamping knob.

What’s Included

GoStixx CF75 Tripod (1)
GoStixx 75mm Fluid Head (2)
GoStixx 75mm Fluid Head Quick Release Plate (3)
GoStixx CF75 Tripod Adjustable Pan Bar (4)
GoStixx 75mm Fluid Head Mounting Knob (5)
Stylish Deluxe Carry Bag with shoulder carrystrap (6)
Allan wrenches and 1/4”-20 and 3/8”-16 mounting screws
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- Quick Release Plate (7)
- QRP Release Button (8)
- QRP Slide Lever Lock (9)
- Tilt Lock Knobs (10)
- Pan Lever Lock (11)
- Bubble Level (12)
- Pan Bar Angle Adjustment & Lock Lever (13)
- Pan Bar Telescoping Handle Adjustment (14)
- Pan Bar Mounting Rosettes (15)
- Fluid Head Mounting & Leveling Knob (16)
- Tripod Leg 3-Stage Angle Adjustment Lock (17)
- Tripod Two-Stage Leg Flip Locks (18)
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Setup & Use

Setting up the tripod for use

1. Remove the GoStixx tripod from its carry case.

2. To adjust the tripod to the desired height, simply flip first the upper flip lock and then the lower flip lock on the two-stage legs to extend them to the desired length (19), then flip the locks back into place (20). Make sure each lock is secured completely to prevent the legs from slipping under the weight of the camera.

3. The GoStixx CF-75 tripod's legs can be opened up to extend the tripod's center of gravity, as needed (21). The angle of the legs can be locked down in three stages using the angle adjustment locks at the top of each leg (17). To spread the tripod legs apart, pull out the angle adjustment lock on the top of each leg (22) and adjust the angle of the leg such that the angle adjustment lock fits into one of its three stepped positions (23).
Attaching the GoStixx fluid head to the tripod

1. Remove the mounting knob (16) from the base of the GoStixx 75mm Fluid Head and place the fluid head into the tripod bowl (24). Secure it to the tripod by loosely tightening the knob (25).

2. Check the leveling bubble at the base of the fluid head (12) to make sure the fluid head is level before tightening the knob completely.

3. Pan bar handle mounting rosettes (15) are located on both the left and right sides at the rear of the fluid head. If not already attached, secure the pan bar handle to either side’s rosette handle mount (26). Adjust the angle of the handle by loosening the attachment lever lock (27) and resetting the handle’s rosette position. When desired angle is achieved, tighten lever lock again securely. Handle length can also be adjusted by turning the adjustment knob in the middle of the pan bar to extend the telescoping handle to the desired length (28).
Attaching your camera to the GoStixx 75mm fluid head

1. Remove the quick-release plate from the fluid head by loosening the quick release plate lever lock on the right side (29). Then, depress the red release button (8) on the opposite side and slide the plate backwards towards the handle and off the top of the fluid head (30).

2. Attach the quick release plate to your camera using the supplied mounting screws (31). Both 1/4"-20 and 3/8"-16 mounting screws are provided. Place the center of the plate as close as possible to the camera’s center of mass.

3. Slide the quick-release plate with camera attached onto the GoStixx fluid head from the back (it will not insert from the front). Adjust the position until the camera feels balanced on the head (32) and then retighten the quick release plate lever lock (9).
During normal operation of the fluid head, the only cleaning required is a periodic wipe down with a lint-free cloth. If any dirt accumulates, it may be removed with a semi-stiff brush. You should also regularly clean the tripod with a clean damp rag or soft brush. Use outdoors may require special care. The fluid head should be covered when not in use. Salt spray and mud should be wiped or washed off using fresh water at the earliest chance. Abrasive sand and dirt should be removed using a semi-stiff brush or a vacuum cleaner. It is especially important to keep grit and dirt away from locking levers and knobs on both the tripod and fluid head, in order to ensure they continue to turn smoothly and lock tightly.

Transport and store the GoStixx CF-75 Tripod & Fluid Head System in the provided carry bag whenever possible. Store in a dry, room temperature location. Do not expose to sun, extreme heat (above 110F) or severe cold (below 25F) for long periods.

- Always tilt the platform to horizontal and set the tilt lock to locked position when changing the payload on top of the fluid head.
- When mounting the fluid head onto the tripod at a narrowed stance, it is possible that the center of gravity of a tilted payload will fall outside the footprint of the tripod, leading to instability. Make sure the tripod legs are sufficiently spread so that the center of gravity of the tilted payload remains within the footprint of the tripod.
- Do not use solvent- or oil-based cleaners, abrasives or wire brushes to clean dirt from the tripod or fluid head as these will damage protective surfaces.
- Mount the GoStixx Fluid Head only to standard 75mm-bowl type tripods to avoid damage to the head and gear attached to it.
- Never disassemble any part of the GoStixx System and do not attempt to service it, or the warranty will become void.
- Always ensure the fluid head’s quick release plate camera mounting screw is thoroughly tightened.
- Do not pan the fluid head with the pan lock lever in locked position and do not attempt to tilt the fluid head with the tilt lock engaged.
- Damage caused by impact or misuse is not covered under warranty.
- Do not exceed the maximum specified load capacity of the fluid head or tripod.
- If you do need to step away from the GoStixx momentarily, you should lock the pan and tilt levers.
- Always ensure that all locks are tightly engaged before mounting any gear on the tripod.
Unless otherwise noted this warranty agreement is the only warranty agreement between the parties. This agreement states the limits and association of risk between the two parties. By use of the Product and accessories the customer acknowledges understanding of this warranty and agreement and binding to the terms contained within.

**Return Policy**
- 30-day money back excluding shipping.
- A receipt dated within 30 days of purchase.
- All returns must be new, unused, and contain all original packaging, labels and accessories.
- The original product must be returned inside your shipping box.
- DJ suggests using a carrier that provides tracking and insurance. DJ is not responsible for lost shipments.

**Warranty**
Digital Juice, Inc. warrants all Digital Juice products purchased new by original owner to be free from defects in the material and workmanship under normal use for a period of 12 months from the date of purchase. Warranty is void when misuse or neglect is the cause. THIS WARRANTY IS VALID ONLY IN THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA.

**Legal Indemnification**
No other express warranty or guaranty, except as mentioned above, given by any person or entity with respect to Digital Juice products shall bind Digital Juice, Inc. This warranty supersedes all other warranties expressed or implied. NO IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE APPLY TO DIGITAL JUICE PRODUCTS AND ARE HEREBY DISCLAIMED.

In the event of a possible warranty claim, the defective product must be returned to Digital Juice, Inc (hereafter “Digital Juice”). If proven to be defective upon inspection, it will be exchanged for a new or comparable rebuilt product, as determined by Digital Juice and shipped back to the original purchaser. All shipping costs are the responsibility of the customer. Warranty replacement shall not extend the original warranty period of the defective Digital Juice Product.

The customer’s remedies with respect to defective Digital Juice Product and accessories shall be exclusively limited to the repair or replacement remedy as above provided and in no event shall Digital Juice be liable for loss of profits, revenues, savings, inconvenience, associated costs, expense for equipment or service, use of capital, facilities, services, storage charges, damage to property, or any other special, incidental or consequential damages caused by the use or misuse of, or inability to use, the Digital Juice Product or accessories, regardless of the legal theory on which the claim is based, and even if Digital Juice has been advised of such damages. In no event shall recovery of any kind against Digital Juice be greater in amount than the purchase price of the Digital Juice product sold by Digital Juice and causing the alleged damage.

Without limiting the foregoing, the purchaser assumes all risk and liability for loss, damage or injury to persons, animals or property arising out of use or misuse of, or inability to use, the Digital Juice Product and accessories. Digital Juice is not liable for third party claims. This limited warranty shall not extend to anyone other than the original purchaser of the Digital Juice product, or the person for whom it was purchased as a gift, and states your exclusive remedy. In no event shall Digital Juice be liable for incidental or consequential damages to the full extent such may be disclaimed by law.

Unless otherwise noted this warranty agreement is the only warranty agreement between the parties. This agreement states the limits and association of risk between the two parties. By use of the Product and accessories the customer acknowledges understanding of this warranty and agreement and binding to the terms contained within.